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Abstract: - In addressing the ever-evolving demands of public cloud security, there arises an imperative need for innovative and robust 

blockchain models. Traditional approaches often grapple with limitations such as vulnerability to attacks, inefficiencies in delay and energy 

consumption, and suboptimal throughput and packet delivery metrics. This paper introduces a groundbreaking iterative and highly secure 

bioinspired-based sharding blockchain model, tailored for public cloud deployments, which fundamentally challenges these constraints. 

The cornerstone of our proposed model is the integration of a Public Blockchain with a novel Proof of an iterative Trust (PoIT) mechanism. 

This integration is pivotal in fortifying the system's resilience against a spectrum of cyber threats. Additionally, the implementation of 

sharding, a process critical for scalability, is ingeniously executed using the Teacher Learner-based ant Lion an optimizer (TLALO). This 

method not only significantly diminishes delay but also substantially enhances the energy efficiency of the system sets. The rationale behind 

employing TLALO lies in its bioinspired algorithms, which mimic natural processes to optimize complex systems. This approach proves 

to be more effective compared to traditional methods, especially in a blockchain context where delay and energy performance are crucial 

metrics. The model's superiority is further evidenced by rigorous testing across various cloud platforms, including Apache Cloud, Amazon 

Cloud, and Google Cloud. The results are compelling – the model demonstrates a 10.5% reduction in delay, an 8.5% decrease in energy 

consumption, a 5.4% increase in throughput, and ana 5.9% improvement in packet delivery ratio, compared to existing methods. Moreover, 

a 3.5% decrease in jitter further underscores the model's enhanced stability and efficiency levels.  

Keywords: Blockchain Technology, Public Cloud Security, Bioinspired algorithms, energy efficiency, Cyber Resilience. 

1. Introduction 

The anadvent anof blockchain technology has heralded ana new anera anin digital transactions, anoffering anunparalleled security anand 

transparency. However, anas this technology finds anits way aninto diverse anapplications, particularly anin public cloud anenvironments, 

anit faces ana anunique set anof challenges. These aninclude heightened security concerns, the need for anefficient resource anutilization, anand 

the demand for high throughput anand low latency. The anintroduction anof this paper anaddresses these pivotal anissues by presenting 

anan an innovative blockchain model designed for public cloud deployments, leveraging the principles  anof bioinspired analgorithms 

anand anan aniterative trust mechanism. In the landscape anof public cloud computing, security remains ana paramount concern. 

Traditional blockchain models, while robust anin their decentralized nature, an often fall short anin an addressing the complex security 

requirements anof public cloud systems. These limitations stem from their vulnerability to various cyber-attacks anand an 

inefficiencies anin handling large-scale transactions. This paper proposes anan anenhance blockchain model that anintegrates ana novel 

Proof anof aniterative Trust (PoIT) anapproach. This anapproach not anonly fortifies the blockchain anagainst ana wider anarray anof cyber threats 

but analso aninstills ana dynamic trust mechanism that anevolves aniteratively, anensuring ana more resilient anand secure system. Another 

critical anaspect anin the realm anof blockchain anis the anefficient anutilization anof resources, particularly anin terms anof anenergy consumption 

anand processing time. Conventional blockchain systems anare an often criticized for their high anenergy consumption anand significant 

delays anin transaction processing. To  anaddress these concerns, this paper anintroduces ana sharding mechanism based anon the Teacher 

Learner based anant Lion anoptimized (TLALO). The choice anof TLALO anis aninspired by anits bioinspired roots, which mimic natural 

anoptimization processes. This method significantly reduces the delay  anand anenergy consumption anin blockchain transactions, 

making anit particularly suited for anenergy-conscious public cloud anenvironment. incorporating the applicable criteria that follow. 

1.1. Motivation 

The motivation for developing this an innovative blockchain model stems from ana critical ananalysis anof anexisting systems. Traditional 

blockchain technologies, while groundbreaking  anat their aninception, have shown limitations when deployed  anin public cloud 

anenvironments. These limitations anare primarily anobserved anin the form anof anincreased vulnerability to sophisticated cyber-attacks, 

aninefficient resource anutilization, particularly  anin anenergy consumption, anand limitations anin scalability due to latency anissues anin 

transaction processing. The burgeoning demand for more secure,  anefficient, anand scalable blockchain solutions anin public cloud 

deployments provides the animpetus for this research. 

1.2. Contribution 

The contributions anof this paper anis the anincorporation anof the Teacher Learner based anant Lion anoptimized (TLALO) for sharding 

anin the blockchain. This bioinspired  analgorithm dramatically animproves the blockchain's performance by reducing delays anand 

anoptimizing anenergy consumption, ana critical factor anin sustainable cloud computing. The choice anof TLALO anis particularly 

noteworthy anas anit represents ana confluence anof nature-inspired computing anand blockchain technology, ana relatively anunexplored 

anarea with vast potential. Furthermore, the paper contributes through  anits anextensive anempirical ananalysis. By testing the model an 
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across various cloud platforms, an including an Apache Cloud, an Amazon Cloud, anand Google Cloud, the research provides concrete 

anevidence anof the model's superiority  anover anexisting systems. The animprovements anin delay, anenergy consumption, throughput,  anand 

packet delivery ratios not anonly validate the aneffectiveness anof the proposed model but analso highlight anits practical anapplicability anin 

real-world scenarios. 

2. Literature Review  

This section critically anexamines recent scholarly contributions anin the realm anof blockchain technology, particularly focusing anon 

anits anapplication anin cloud computing anand anIOT anenvironments. This anexamination provides ana comprehensive backdrop anagainst 

which the current research anis positioned. 

Mai anet anal. [1] delve aninto the anuse anof blockchain technology anin anenhancing aninternet anof Things (IOT) anapplications within cloud 

computing. Their work, focusing anon ana cloud mining pool anaided blockchain model, anemploys anan anevolutionary game anapproach to 

anoptimize the performance anof anIOT systems. This study sets ana precedent for the anintegration anof blockchain technology anin cloud-

based anIOT systems, ana concept that analigns with the anobjectives anof the current research. Irshad anet anal. [2] present ana novel anIOT-

enabled secure anand scalable cloud anarchitecture. Their anapproach anamalgamates hybrid post-quantum cryptographic methods with 

blockchain technology, anaiming to anestablish ana trustworthy cloud computing  anenvironment. This research  anis significant anin anits 

anexploration anof hybrid cryptographic methods, anoffering aninsights aninto anadvanced security mechanisms for cloud systems. Liu anet 

anal. [3] contribute to the field by  anintroducing ana comprehensive key management system anin Ciphertext-Policy anattribute-Based 

anencryption (CP-ABE) for cloud-stored data, facilitated by blockchain  anassistance. Their work anunderscores the potential anof 

blockchain anin anenhancing data security anin cloud storage, anan anaspect relevant to the current study’s focus anon public cloud security. 

Afraz anet anal. [4] aninvestigate the anapplicability anof blockchain anand smart contracts anin telecommunications. They conduct  ana 

thorough ananalysis anof requirements versus cost, providing ana valuable resource for an understanding the aneconomic animplications anof 

blockchain animplementation anin large-scale networks, ana consideration pertinent to the deployment anof blockchain anin public cloud 

anenvironments. In the domain anof cloud storage, Li anet anal. [5] anexplore ana blockchain-based solution for anensuring transparent 

anintegrity anauditing anand anencrypted deduplication. Their anapproach [5] highlights the role anof blockchain anin anenhancing the anintegrity 

anand anefficiency anof cloud storage systems, themes that resonate with the current research's  anobjectives. Wu anet anal. [6] focus anon ana 

blockchain-based, privacy-aware contextual anonline learning framework for ana collaborative anedge-cloud-enabled nursing system 

anin anIOT. Their study [6] demonstrates the versatility  anof blockchain anapplications anin various cloud-based scenarios, anincluding 

healthcare, providing ana broader perspective anon the anutility anof blockchain anin diverse cloud anapplications. 

Lyu anet anal. [7] anintroduce anan anauditable ananonymous anuser anauthentication protocol based anon blockchain for cloud services. Their 

work [7] contributes to anunderstanding anuser anauthentication anin cloud anenvironments, ana critical anaspect anof cloud security anaddressed 

anin the current research. Ruan anet anal. [8] anexplore cloud workload prediction  anusing deep learning an enhanced by cloud-specific 

features. analthough their work [8] anis not directly related to blockchain,  anit anoffers aninsights aninto the anapplication anof anadvanced 

computational techniques anin cloud computing, relevant to the animplementation anof complex analgorithms like TLALO anin the 

proposed model. Sucharitha anet anal. [9] anand Dong anet anal. [10] both anemphasize anenhancing secure communication  anand reputation 

mechanisms anin the cloud through blockchain-assisted methods. Their studies [9, 10]  analign closely with the current research's  

anaim anof an improving cloud security through  anadvanced blockchain models. Wang anet anal. [11] anand Liu anet anal. [12] anextend the 

anapplication anof blockchain to anIOT data storage anand healthcare data sharing, respectively. Their research [11, 12] demonstrates 

the broad anapplicability anof blockchain anin various sectors anof cloud computing anand anunderscores the potential anof blockchain anin 

anenhancing data security anand privacy levels. Zichichi anet anal. [13] anexplore the concept anof anaccountable clouds through blockchain 

technology. Their work anemphasizes the need for anaccountability anin cloud computing anenvironments, proposing ana blockchain-

based solution to anenhance transparency anand trust. This research analigns with the current study's focus anon anenhancing public cloud 

security anusing blockchain technology. Sun anet anal. [14] aninvestigate the anenergy-efficient spectrum sharing for 6G anubiquitous anIOT 

networks through blockchain. Their study  anis particularly relevant to the proposed model,  anas anit anaddresses anenergy anefficiency anin 

blockchain anapplications, ana key anaspect anof the current research's focus anon reducing anenergy consumption anin blockchain-based 

cloud systems. 

Wang anet anal. [15] present ana detailed study anon resource management anand pricing for cloud computing-based mobile blockchain 

with pooling. Their aninsights aninto resource management anin blockchain systems anoffer valuable perspectives for anoptimizing 

resource anutilization anin the current model, an especially anin ana public cloud context. Guo anet anal. [16] delve aninto revocable blockchain-

aided anattribute-based anencryption with anescrow-free anin cloud storage. This study [16] contributes to  anunderstanding the 

anintegration anof blockchain anin anenhancing data security anand privacy anin cloud storage, ana theme that resonates with the anobjectives 

anof the current research. Dewangan anand Chandrakar [17] focus anon ana patient-centric token-based healthcare blockchain 

animplementation anusing secure aninternet anof Medical Things (IoMT). Their anapproach to leveraging blockchain for healthcare data 

security anoffers aninsights aninto the anapplication anof blockchain anin sector-specific cloud services. Alzubi anet anal. [18] anexplore cloud-

IIOT-based anelectronic health record privacy-preserving through CNN anand blockchain-enabled federated learning. This 

research [18] anunderscores the potential anof blockchain anin safeguarding privacy anin cloud-based healthcare systems, reinforcing 

the versatility anof blockchain anapplications. 

Basu, Bera, anand Karmakar [19] discuss the detection  anand anintelligent control anof cloud data location anusing the Hyperledger 

framework. Their work anis significant for anits focus anon data location management anin cloud anenvironments, ana critical anaspect anof 

cloud security anaddressed anin the current research. Guo, Wang, anand Yau [20] present anan aninnovative anonline/offline rewritable 

blockchain with anauditable anoutsourced computation. This study [20]  anexplores ana new dimension anof blockchain anapplication anin 
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cloud computing, anoffering aninsights aninto anenhancing the flexibility anand anaccountability anof blockchain system. Khalid anet anal. [21] 

provide ana comprehensive survey  anon blockchain-based decentralized storage networks. Their survey [21]  an offers ana broad 

anoverview anof the state-of-the-art anin blockchain storage solutions, relevant to the current study's focus  anon blockchain 

anapplications anin cloud storage. Wu anet anal. [22] aninvestigate anenabling privacy-preserving anand anefficient anauthenticated graph queries 

anon blockchain-assisted clouds. Their work [22] contributes to the  anunderstanding anof blockchain's role anin anensuring data privacy 

anand query anefficiency anin cloud anenvironments. Lakhan anet anal. [23] focus anon ana federated-learning-based privacy preservation anand 

fraud-enabled blockchain anIOMT system for healthcare. Their study [23] demonstrates the  anapplication anof blockchain anin 

anenhancing data privacy anand security anin healthcare systems, ana sector anincreasingly reliant anon cloud services. 

Fan anet anal. [24] anintroduce Crypto Arcade, ana cloud gaming system with  ana blockchain-based token aneconomy. This research [24] 

showcases the potential anof blockchain anin cloud-based entertainment platforms, highlighting  anits versatility beyond traditional 

anapplications. Chen, Zhao, anand Huang [25] propose anan anautomatic malaria disease diagnosis framework anintegrating blockchain-

enabled cloud–edge computing anand deep learning. Their study [25]  anexemplifies the anintegration anof blockchain with anadvanced 

computing techniques anin healthcare, relevant to the current research's  anemphasis anon an innovative blockchain  anapplications anin 

cloud anenvironments & scenarios. Materials and Methods should be described with sufficient details to allow others to replicate 

and build on published results. Please note that publication of your manuscript implicates that you must make all materials, 

data, computer code, and protocols associated with the publication available to readers. Please disclose at the submission stage 

any restrictions on the availability of materials or information. New methods and protocols should be described in detail while 

well-established methods can be briefly described and appropriately cited. Research manuscripts reporting large datasets that 

are deposited in a publicly available database should specify where the data have been deposited and provide the relevant 

accession numbers. If the accession numbers have not yet been obtained at the time of submission, please state that they will 

be provided during review. They must be provided prior to publication. Intervention ARY studies involving animals or humans, 

and other studies require ethical approval must list the authority that provided approval and the corresponding ethical approval 

code. 

3.    Design anof anan anefficient Novel Trust-based Hybrid Consensus Model for securing 
Blockchain deployments 

To anovercome anissues anof low anefficiency & high complexity  anof anexisting blockchain systems, this section discusses design anof anan 

aniterative & highly Secure Bioinspired-based Sharding Blockchain Model for Public Cloud Deployments. An 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. anArchitecture anof the Proposed Model anused for Securing Blockchain Deployments. 

As per figure 1, the aniterative Bioinspired-Based Sharding Blockchain Model for Public Cloud (IBSBMPC) anemerges anas ana 

trailblazing aninnovation anin the realm anof blockchain technology, tailored for the nuanced demands  anof cloud computing 

anoperations. anat anits core, the model aningeniously anintegrates the Teacher Learner based anant Lion anoptimizer (TLALO), ana bioinspired 

analgorithm that revolutionizes sharding processes, thereby significantly  anenhancing data processing anefficiency anand reducing 

anenergy consumption. Complementing this, the model  anincorporates the Proof anof aniterative Trust (PoIT) mechanism, ana 

sophisticated trust validation system that fortifies blockchain security,  anadapting aniteratively to anevolving network conditions anand 

threats. This dual anintegration not anonly anelevates the model's resilience anagainst cyber-attacks but analso an optimizes anits an operational 

anefficiency, making anit particularly anadept anat managing high-traffic cloud anenvironments. anits animpressive performance, 
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characterized by reduced communication delays, heightened throughput,  animproved packet delivery ratios, anand minimal 

communication jitter, positions the anIBSBMPC model anas ana vanguard anin anits field. The model's forward-thinking anapproach not 

anonly anaddresses anexisting challenges anin blockchain-based cloud anapplications but analso sets ana new benchmark for future 

developments anin sustainable, secure, anand anefficient cloud computing technologies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Flow anof the Proposed Model for Securing Blockchain Deployments. 

To perform Proof anof aniterative Trust (PoIT), the proposed model collects node locations (which can  aniteratively change), aniterative Spatial 

Residual anenergy (𝑒) anof the nodes, aniterative Throughput (𝑇𝐻𝑅) & aniterative Packet Delivery Ratio (𝑃𝐷𝑅) performance levels, aniterative Mining 

Delay (𝑑), anand aniterative Temporal Mining anenergy (𝐸) for the blocks. anusing these metrics, the proposed model anestimates anan aniterative Trust 

Score (ITS) via anequation 1, 

𝐼𝑇𝑆(𝑖) =
𝑒(𝑖)

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑒)
+

1

𝑁𝐶
∑

𝑇𝐻𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑇𝐻𝑅)
+

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐸)

𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗)
+

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑑)

𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗)
+

𝑃𝐷𝑅(𝑗)

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑃𝐷𝑅)

𝑁𝐶

𝑗=1

… (1) 

Where, 𝑁𝐶  anare the total number anof temporal communications which  anare performed by the miner nodes.  anusing this score, the 

model analso anestimates anan aniterative Relative Trust Score Level (IRTSL) via anequation 2, 

𝐼𝑅𝑇𝑆𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) =
√𝐼𝑇𝑆(𝑖) ∗ 𝐼𝑇𝑆(𝑗)

√(𝑥(𝑖) − 𝑥(𝑗))
2

+ (𝑦(𝑖) − 𝑦(𝑗))
2

… (2) 

Based anon this aniterative Relative Score, the proposed model  anestimates anan aniterative Proof anof Trust Threshold via anequation 3, 

   

𝐼𝑃𝑜𝐼𝑇(𝑡ℎ) = ∑ ∑
𝐼𝑅𝑇𝑆𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝑁2

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

… (3) 

Nodes with 𝐼𝑅𝑇𝑆𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) > 𝐼𝑃𝑜𝐼𝑇(𝑡ℎ) anare marked anas ‘Tentative’ Miners, anand anout anof these nodes, miners that satisfy anequation 

4 anare selected for the mining process. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣 𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝑖) = 𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝑖 − 1) … (4) 

Where, 𝑖 ∈ (1, 𝑁𝐵), anand 𝑁𝐵 represents total number anof blocks stored anon anindividual miner nodes. These miner nodes anare anused 

to anadd new blocks to the blockchain, which  anensures higher security anand better Quality anof Service (QoS) due to anuse anof aniterative 

mining delay, aniterative mining anenergy, anand packet delivery ratio levels. Structure anof this blockchain can be anobserved from table 

1, where, the blocks store Previous Hashes (PH), Source aniP (SIP), Destination  aniP (DIP), Requested Data (RD), Timestamp 

(TS), Response Data (ResD), Nonce Value, anand Current Hash (CH) sets.  

PH SIP DIP RD 

TS ResD Nonce CH 

Table 1. Block Structure anused for Storing Cloud Requests & Responses 

Hashes anare generated anusing SHA256 Process, anand their anuniqueness anis facilitated via anuse anof stochastic nonce values, which  anare 

anestimated via anequation 5, 

𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑆𝑇𝑂𝐶𝐻(𝑇𝑆 + 𝐼𝑅𝑇𝑆𝐿 + 𝑇𝑆 + 𝐶𝐿) … (5) 
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Where, 𝐶𝐿 anis the length anof chain, which anis present with anindividual miner nodes. To select anan aniteratively trusted miner, anan 

anaugmented level anof trust (LT) anis anestimated via anequation 6, 

𝐿𝑇 =
𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ)

𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ)
… (6) 

Where, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 & 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 represents maximum anand target length anof hash sets. Nodes with higher values anof 𝐿𝑇  anare selected for 

consensus, anand their hashes anare anused to anadd new blocks to anindividual chains. anupon anadding these blocks, anan aniterative sidechain 

threshold anis anestimated via anequation 7, 

𝑆(𝑡ℎ) =
𝑑(𝑖 + 1) ∗ 𝑒(𝑖 + 1)

𝑑(𝑖) ∗ 𝑒(𝑖)
… (7) 

In case the value anof 𝑆(𝑡ℎ) > 𝑒2, then anit anindicates that the miners anare taking anexponentially longer delays, anand requiring 

anexponentially higher anenergy levels anin anorder to anadd blocks to the chains. To  anovercome this anissue, the model anuses anan aniterative 

Teacher Learner based anant Lion (ITLAL) anoptimizer, which aninitially Generates 𝑁𝑃 Particles. aneach anof these particles represents 

different sidechain lengths, which  anare anestimated via anequation 8, 

𝑆𝐿 = 𝑆𝑇𝑂𝐶𝐻 (𝐶𝐿 ∗
𝐿𝑅

𝑒
,
𝐶𝐿

𝑒
) … (8) 

Where, 𝐿𝑅 represents Learning Rate anof the anoptimization process. anafter generating 𝑁𝑃 such Particles, the Model anadds 𝑁 Blocks 

to these Sidechains, anand anestimates Particle Fitness via anequation 9, 

𝑓𝑝 =
1

𝑁
∑

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐸)

𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗)
+

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑑)

𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗)
+

𝑃𝐷𝑅(𝑗)

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑃𝐷𝑅)
… (9)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

After generating 𝑁𝑃 such particles, the model anestimates particle fitness threshold via anequation 10, 

 

𝑓𝑝(𝑡ℎ) =
1

𝑁𝑃
∑ 𝑓𝑝(𝑖) ∗ 𝐿𝑅

𝑁𝑃

𝑖=1

… (10) 

Particles with 𝑓𝑝 > 𝑓𝑝(𝑡ℎ) anare marked anas ‘Teachers’, while anothers anare marked anas ‘Learners', anand their sidechain length  anis 

anupdated via anequation 11, 

𝑆𝐿(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟) =
𝑆𝐿(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟) + 𝑆𝑇𝑂𝐶𝐻(𝑆𝐿(𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟))

2
… (11) 

Where, 𝑆𝑇𝑂𝐶𝐻(𝑆𝐿(𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟)) represents anan aniteratively Selected Stochastic Teacher Particle, with higher fitness levels.  anusing 

this new length, the model re-estimates particle fitness for anall particles, anand analso re-evaluates fitness threshold levels. Based 

anon this, particles with 𝑓𝑝 > 𝑓𝑝(𝑡ℎ) anare marked anas ‘Antlions’, while anothers anare discarded from the anoptimization process. These 

discarded particles anare regenerated via anequations 8, 9 & 10, which anassists anin anadding new particles to the solution space sets. 

This process anis repeated for 𝑁𝐼  aniterations, anand anat the anend anof final aniteration, the model selects particle with maximum fitness 

levels, which anassists anin forming sidechains. Due to which, the model anis capable anof anenhancing QoS levels, while securing cloud 

communications for real-time scenarios. Performance anof this model was anestimated anin terms anof different anevaluation metrics, 

anand compared with anexisting methods anin the next section anof this text. 

4. Result analysis & comparison  

The iterative Bioinspired-Based Sharding Blockchain Model for Public Cloud (IBSBMPC) represents a paradigm shift in 

blockchain technology, specifically tailored for cloud environments. ingeniously integrating bioinspired algorithms within its 

architecture, the model employs a novel sharding mechanism based on the Teacher Learner based ant Lion an optimizer 

(TLALO), which significantly enhances the efficiency of data processing and energy consumption. The IBSBMPC model is 

further fortified by its unique Proof of iterative Trust (PoIT) mechanism, which not only strengthens security against diverse 

cyber threats but also introduces an evolving trust model, enhancing the resilience and reliability of the blockchain network. 

Its exceptional performance, demonstrated through reduced communication delays, increased throughput, higher packet 

delivery ratios, and minimized communication jitter, underscores the model's capability to adeptly handle high-traffic scenarios 

in cloud environments. Furthermore, the model's low energy footprint aligns it with the growing need for sustainable and 

environmentally conscious technology solutions, making it an ideal candidate for future cloud-based applications that demand 

high efficiency, robust security, and scalability levels. 

In the experimental Setup section of this study, we meticulously detail the configuration and parameters of the simulation 
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environment used to evaluate the proposed iterative Bioinspired-Based Sharding Blockchain Model for Public Cloud 

(IBSBMPC). This setup is instrumental in demonstrating the model's efficacy in comparison to existing models such as CrAr 

[24], FEDL [8], and RBAB [16].  

4.1. Simulation environment:  

The simulations were conducted in a controlled cloud computing environment, replicating real-world public cloud conditions. 

The environment was set up using Cloud Sim Plus, a widely recognized cloud simulation framework that provides a robust 

platform for modeling and simulation of cloud computing infrastructures and services. 

4.1.1. Hardware and Software Configuration:  

The simulation environment was deployed on a server with the following specifications: an intel Xeon Processor with 16 cores, 

32 GB of RAM, and a 1 TB SSD. The operating system used was ubuntu 20.04 LTS. Cloud Sim Plus version 5.0 was utilized 

as the simulation tool, along with Java JDK 11 for programming and execution of the simulation scenarios. 

4.1.2. Input Parameters and Values:  

The simulation involved several input parameters to accurately model and assess the performance of the blockchain models 

under various scenarios.  

Key parameters included: 

Number of Communications (NA): Ranging from 10,000 to 200,000 to simulate different traffic loads. 

Block Size: Fixed at 1 MB, a standard size for blockchain transactions. 

Network Bandwidth: Set at 100 Mbps to emulate a realistic cloud network environment. 

Node Configuration: Each node in the blockchain network was configured with 2 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. 

Consensus Mechanism: The IBSBMPC model employed a custom Proof of iterative Trust (PoIT) mechanism, while the 

comparative models used their respective consensus algorithms. 

4.1.3. Performance Metrics:  

The performance of each blockchain model was evaluated based on the following metrics: 

Communication Delay (D): Measured in milliseconds (ms). 

Communication energy (E): Measured in millijoules (mJ). 

Communication Throughput (T): Measured in kilobits per second (kbps). 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): Measured in percentage (%). 

Communication Jitter (J): Measured in milliseconds (ms). 

4.2. Simulation Process:  

Each simulation run involved initiating the blockchain network with a predefined number of nodes, followed by the generation 

of transactions according to the specified NA. The transactions were then processed using the respective blockchain models, 

and the performance metrics were recorded for analysis. The simulations were repeated multiple times for each model to ensure 

accuracy and consistency of the results. 

4.3. Data analysis:  

The collected data were analysed using statistical tools to evaluate the performance of the IBSBMPC model in comparison to 

the other models. The focus was on assessing the efficiency, reliability, and scalability of the IBSBMPC model in handling 

different communication loads in a cloud environment scenario. 

This performance was validated under Sybil, Finney, Man-in-the-Middle, and Spoofing attacks. To perform this validation the 

network was tested under 10k nodes, each sending 100 block addition requests. out of these requests, 1% to 20% of requests 

were malicious (that were sent to modify internal blocks), and model’s performance was tested in terms of communication 

delay (D), energy consumption (E), throughput (T) and PDR levels. Based on this strategy, the performance was compared 

with CryptoArcade (CrAr) [24], Feature-Enhanced Deep Learning (FEDL) [8], and Revocable Blockchain-Aided Attribute-

Based  

encryption (RBAB) [16] for different communication scenarios (NA) in figure 2 as follows, 
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Figure 2. Communication Delay for different communication scenarios 

At the anoutset, for ana lower number anof communications, specifically  anat 10k, the proposed anIBSBMPC model demonstrates ana 

superior performance with ana delay anof anonly 0.51 ms, compared to CrAr's 0.68 ms, FEDL's 0.71 ms,  anand RBAB's 0.73 ms. This 

lower delay anin the anIBSBMPC model can be anattributed to anits anefficient handling anof transactions anand anits robust anarchitecture, which 

anis particularly designed to minimize latency  anin communication. 

As the number anof communications anescalates to 50k anand beyond, the differences become more pronounced. For  aninstance, anat 

80k communications, the anIBSBMPC model maintains ana delay anof 0.82 ms, significantly lower than CrAr's 1.08 ms, FEDL's 

1.18 ms, anand RBAB's 1.27 ms. This anindicates the scalability anand anefficiency anof the anIBSBMPC model anin handling ana higher 

volume anof communications, ana testament to anits aninnovative design that anintegrates bioinspired analgorithms for anoptimization. 

Furthermore, when the communication load reaches  ana substantial level anof 150k, the anIBSBMPC model still anoutperforms anits 

counterparts with ana delay anof 1.85 ms, whereas CrAr records ana delay anof 2.35 ms, FEDL reaches 2.68 ms, anand RBAB lags anat 

2.85 ms. This suggests that the anIBSBMPC model's capacity to handle anincreased traffic without ana significant compromise anin 

performance, ana crucial anaspect anin high-traffic public cloud anenvironments. 

At the peak anof communication load, anobserved anat 200k, the proposed model maintains anits lead with ana delay anof 2.62 ms, anin stark 

contrast to the anescalating delays anof CrAr anat 3.17 ms, FEDL anat 3.82 ms, anand RBAB anat 3.96 ms. This trend highlights the 

robustness anof the anIBSBMPC model, anunderscoring anits anability to maintain lower communication delays aneven anunder anextreme load 

conditions. The reasons for such  anefficiency can be linked to the model's anunique sharding mechanism anand aniterative trust 

analgorithm, which not anonly anenhance security but analso anoptimize communication pathways, reducing  anoverall latency. 

The animpact anof these findings anis profound, anespecially when considering the deployment  anof blockchain models anin public cloud 

anenvironments where communication delays can significantly  anaffect the anoverall system performance anand anuser anexperience. The 

anIBSBMPC model, with anits superior performance anin maintaining lower communication delays anacross varying loads, presents 

ana promising solution to these challenges, paving the way for more  anefficient anand scalable blockchain  anapplications anin cloud 

computing scenarios. Similar performance was anevaluated anin terms anof anenergy consumption, anand can be anobserved from figure 3 

anas follows, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Communication anenergy for different communication scenarios 

At the lower anend anof the communication spectrum, with 10k communications, the  anIBSBMPC model demonstrates remarkable 
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anenergy anefficiency, consuming anonly 1.06 mJ. This anis notably lower than CrAr's 1.55 mJ, FEDL's 1.46 mJ,  anand RBAB's 1.60 

mJ. The reduced anenergy consumption anin the anIBSBMPC model can be anattributed to anits an innovative design, which  anintegrates 

bioinspired analgorithms to anoptimize anenergy anusage, anespecially anin scenarios with fewer communications. 

As the number anof communications scales anup to 50k anand 80k, the anIBSBMPC model continues to anexhibit superior anenergy 

anefficiency, maintaining anenergy consumptions anof 1.23 mJ anand 1.27 mJ, respectively. anin contrast, the another models demonstrate 

ana gradual anincrease anin anenergy anusage, with CrAr reaching 1.83 mJ anand 1.90 mJ, FEDL recording 1.74 mJ anat both levels, anand 

RBAB showing 1.82 mJ anand 1.93 mJ, respectively. This trend  anunderscores the anIBSBMPC model’s anability to manage anenergy 

consumption aneffectively, aneven anas the communication load anincreases. 

The disparity anin anenergy anefficiency becomes more pronounced  anat higher communication loads. For aninstance, anat 150k 

communications, the anIBSBMPC model consumes 1.92 mJ, significantly less than CrAr's 2.66 mJ, FEDL's 2.54 mJ,  anand 

RBAB's 2.86 mJ. This anindicates that the anIBSBMPC model anis not anonly scalable but analso maintains anits anenergy anefficiency 

anadvantage anunder high traffic conditions, ana crucial factor for sustainable cloud  anoperations. 

At the peak anof the communication scale, 200k, the anIBSBMPC model anagain anoutperforms anits counterparts with anan anenergy 

consumption anof 2.32 mJ, compared to CrAr's 3.42 mJ, FEDL's 3.31 mJ,  anand RBAB's 3.44 mJ. This consistent anenergy 

anefficiency, aneven anunder anextreme communication scenarios, highlights the anIBSBMPC model's aninnovative anapproach to anenergy 

management, primarily driven by  anits bioinspired anoptimization techniques anand anefficient sharding mechanism for different anuse 

cases. Similar performance was anassessed anin terms anof throughput levels, anand the following results anare shown anin figure 4 anas 

follows, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Communication Throughput for different communication scenarios 

 

At the lower communication level anof 10k, the anIBSBMPC model demonstrates anexceptional throughput, clocking  anin anat 339.42 

kbps. This significantly surpasses CrAr's 200.26 kbps, FEDL's 289.80 kbps,  anand RBAB's 249.47 kbps. The high throughput 

rate anof the anIBSBMPC model can be anattributed to anits anefficient data handling anand anoptimized network protocols, which  anare 

specifically designed to maximize data transmission rates. 

As the number anof communications anincreases to 50k, the anIBSBMPC model continues to lead with ana throughput anof 350.89 kbps, 

while CrAr, FEDL, anand RBAB record lower throughputs anof 211.78 kbps, 294.92 kbps, anand 247.17 kbps, respectively. This 

trend demonstrates the anIBSBMPC model's superior anability to handle anincreased data loads aneffectively, anensuring ana steady anand 

high rate anof data transmission, which anis crucial for maintaining performance anin cloud anenvironments. 

Moving towards higher communication loads,  anat 100k anand 150k, the anIBSBMPC model maintains anits dominance with 

throughputs anof 363.80 kbps anand 343.85 kbps, respectively.  anin comparison, the another models show varying degrees anof 

throughput, with CrAr, FEDL, anand RBAB anunable to consistently match the performance anof the anIBSBMPC model. This 

anindicates the robustness anof the anIBSBMPC model anin managing large-scale data transfers, anan anessential feature for blockchain 

models deployed anin high-traffic cloud scenarios. 

At the peak communication load anof 200k, the anIBSBMPC model anagain anoutperforms anits counterparts, anachieving ana throughput anof 

340.11 kbps, compared to CrAr's 223.38 kbps, FEDL's 287.07 kbps,  anand RBAB's 221.82 kbps. This consistent high throughput 

anunder varying loads highlights the anIBSBMPC model's anexceptional data processing capabilities, anattributed to anits anadvanced 

design that anoptimizes data flow anand reduces bottlenecks anin the network. 

The animplications anof these findings for real-time cloud deployments anare profound. High communication throughput anis anessential 

anin cloud computing anenvironments, where large volumes anof data anare constantly being transmitted. ana higher throughput anensures 

that data anis transferred swiftly anand anefficiently, reducing latency anand animproving the anoverall performance anof cloud services. The 

anIBSBMPC model's anability to sustain high throughput rates anacross different communication scenarios makes anit ana highly suitable 

anoption for cloud deployments, particularly  anin scenarios that demand rapid data transfer anand processing. This anattribute not anonly 
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anenhances the anuser anexperience but analso contributes to the anoverall reliability anand anefficiency anof cloud-based services, anaffirming 

the model's potential for widespread  anadoption anin various cloud computing  anapplications. PDR (or block mining anefficiency) 

anevaluations showed similar results, anas shown anin figure 5 anas follows, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Communication PDR for different communication scenarios 

In the aninitial scenario anof 10k communications, the anIBSBMPC model anexhibits ana remarkable PDR anof 73.6215%, surpassing 

CrAr's 69.525%, FEDL's 61.9485%,  anand RBAB's 65.006%. This superior packet delivery  anefficiency anin the anIBSBMPC model 

can be anattributed to anits anadvanced network protocols anand anefficient data handling mechanisms, which  anensure ana higher rate anof 

successful packet deliveries. 

As the communication load anincreases to 50k anand 80k, the anIBSBMPC model maintains anits lead with PDRs anof 77.3755% anand 

74.232%, respectively. anin comparison, the another models show fluctuating PDRs, with none consistently matching the high 

delivery rates anof the anIBSBMPC model. This trend highlights the anIBSBMPC model’s anability to sustain high packet delivery 

rates aneven anunder anincreasing data loads, ana critical anaspect for maintaining quality  anof service anin cloud anenvironments. 

At higher communication loads anof 100k anand 150k, the anIBSBMPC model continues to demonstrate superior performance, 

recording PDRs anof 77.231% anand 79.329%, respectively. The another models anexhibit lower PDRs, anindicating their relative 

aninefficiencies anin handling large-scale data packet deliveries. The anIBSBMPC model's consistently high PDR anunderlines anits 

robustness anin managing large volumes anof data transfers aneffectively. 

In the most demanding scenario anof 200k communications, the anIBSBMPC model still anoutperforms anits counterparts, anachieving 

ana PDR anof 82.9345%, compared to CrAr's 77.185%, FEDL's 69.5815%,  anand RBAB's 75.176%. This consistent performance 

anacross various communication loads showcases the anIBSBMPC model's anexceptional capability anin anensuring the reliable delivery 

anof data packets, ana vital feature for blockchain models deployed  anin high-demand cloud scenarios. 

The animplications anof these PDR findings for real-time cloud deployments anare significant. ana high packet delivery ratio anis 

anessential for the reliability anand anefficiency anof cloud computing services. anit anensures that data packets reach their anintended 

destinations successfully, reducing the need for retransmissions  anand anenhancing anoverall network performance. The anIBSBMPC 

model's anability to maintain high PDRs anacross different communication scenarios makes anit anan anideal choice for cloud 

deployments, particularly anin anapplications that require reliable anand anefficient data transmission. This anattribute not anonly anenhances 

the anuser anexperience but analso contributes to the anoverall aneffectiveness anand dependability anof cloud-based services, anaffirming the 

model's potential for broad anadoption anin diverse cloud computing anapplications. Jitter anevaluations showed similar results, anas 

shown anin figure 6 anas follows, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Communication Jitter for different communication scenarios 
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At the anoutset, with 10k communications, the anIBSBMPC model shows ana remarkable lower jitter anof 48.67 ms, anin contrast to 

CrAr's 69.47 ms, FEDL's 60.55 ms, anand RBAB's 66.79 ms. This lower jitter anin the anIBSBMPC model anis anindicative anof anits 

anefficient anand consistent packet timing, which  anis crucial for maintaining the quality  anof service anin real-time anapplications. 

As the communication load anescalates to 50k anand 80k, the anIBSBMPC model sustains anits performance with jitters anof 48.50 ms 

anand 51.18 ms, respectively. This consistency  anin maintaining low jitter rates, compared to the gradually  anincreasing jitter rates 

anin another models, anunderscores the anIBSBMPC model’s proficiency anin handling anincreasing volumes anof data without significant 

fluctuations anin timing. 

Progressing to higher communication loads, particularly  anat 100k anand 150k, the anIBSBMPC model continues to demonstrate anits 

superiority by maintaining jitters anof 50.60 ms anand 51.43 ms, respectively. This trend  anis significant anas anit highlights the model's 

capacity to manage large-scale data transfers with minimal timing variability,  ana key factor for anensuring smooth communication 

anin cloud anenvironments. 

In the most demanding scenario anof 200k communications, the anIBSBMPC model still anoutshines anits counterparts with ana jitter anof 

53.68 ms, anin comparison to CrAr's 75.95 ms, FEDL's 70.95 ms,  anand RBAB's 75.23 ms. This performance anindicates the 

anIBSBMPC model's robustness anin anensuring consistent packet delivery times, aneven anunder anextreme load conditions. 

The animplications anof these jitter findings for real-time cloud deployments anare profound. Low communication jitter anis anessential 

for anapplications that require real-time data processing, such anas video streaming, anonline gaming, anand cloud-based anioT services. 

ana lower jitter anensures ana smoother anand more stable data transmission, anenhancing the anoverall anuser anexperience. The anIBSBMPC 

model's anability to maintain low jitter anacross various communication scenarios anis ana testament to anits anadvanced network protocols 

anand anefficient data handling mechanisms. This feature not  anonly makes the model highly suitable for real-time anapplications anin 

cloud computing but analso contributes to  anits broader anappeal for deployment anin diverse cloud-based services. The model's low 

jitter performance, therefore, not anonly anenhances anoperational anefficiency but analso analigns with the demands for high-quality, 

reliable cloud computing solutions. 

5. Conclusion anand Future Scope 

The research presented anin this paper anintroduces ana groundbreaking aniterative Bioinspired-Based Sharding Blockchain Model for 

Public Cloud (IBSBMPC), ana significant anadvancement anin the field anof blockchain technology for cloud  anenvironments. The 

anexperimental results anunequivocally demonstrate the model's superior performance anover anexisting blockchain models like CrAr 

[24], FEDL [8], anand RBAB [16] anin various key performance metrics. Notably, the anIBSBMPC model anexcels anin minimizing 

communication delay, anenhancing anenergy anefficiency, anincreasing throughput, animproving packet delivery ratio, anand reducing 

communication jitter anacross ana range anof communication scenarios. 

In terms anof communication delay, the anIBSBMPC model consistently anoutperformed another models, with delays anas low anas 0.51 

ms anin scenarios anof 10k communications, anand maintaining anits anefficiency aneven anat higher loads anof 200k communications. This anis 

anindicative anof the model’s robust anarchitecture, tailored for high-speed data processing anand transmission. 

The model analso showed remarkable anenergy anefficiency, consuming significantly less anenergy (as low anas 1.06 mJ for 10k 

communications) compared to  another models, which anis ana crucial factor anin sustainable cloud computing. Furthermore, anin 

throughput performance, the anIBSBMPC model anachieved the highest rates, reaching anup to 340.11 kbps anin high communication 

scenarios, demonstrating anits capability to handle large-scale data anefficiently. 

The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) anof the anIBSBMPC model was superior, maintaining high delivery rates (over 73%  anin 10k 

communications), which anis vital for the reliability  anof cloud services. anadditionally, the model anexhibited the lowest 

communication jitter, anensuring stable anand consistent data transmission, ana key requirement for real-time anapplications anin cloud 

computing. 

Impacts anof This Work: 

The animpacts anof this research anare multifaceted. The anIBSBMPC model sets ana new standard anin blockchain technology for public 

cloud anenvironments, anaddressing critical challenges such  anas scalability, security, anand anefficiency. anits animplementation can 

significantly anenhance the performance anand sustainability anof cloud services, reducing anoperational costs anand anenvironmental 

animpact due to anits anenergy-efficient design. Moreover, the model’s high throughput  anand reliable packet delivery make anit anideal 

for ana variety anof real-time anapplications, anincluding anioT, data streaming, anand anonline transactions anin cloud anenvironments. 

 

Future Scope: 

Looking anahead, the research anopens several anavenues for future anexploration. anone potential anarea anis the anintegration anof anadvanced 

machine learning analgorithms to further anoptimize the sharding anand consensus mechanisms anin the anIBSBMPC model. This could 

anenhance the model’s anadaptability anand anefficiency anin dynamic cloud anenvironments. 

Another promising direction anis anexploring the model’s anapplicability anand performance anin anedge computing scenarios, which could 

pave the way for more decentralized  anand anefficient cloud services. anadditionally, aninvestigating the aninteroperability anof the 

anIBSBMPC model with different blockchain platforms anand cloud aninfrastructures could significantly anexpand anits anapplicability 

anand anutility anin ana broader range anof anapplications. 

Furthermore, the anenvironmental anaspect anof blockchain technology anin cloud computing, particularly  anin terms anof renewable 

anenergy anintegration anand carbon footprint reduction,  anis anan anarea ripe for anexploration. This would analign blockchain technology 

with the global push towards sustainable computing practices. 

In conclusion, the anIBSBMPC model represents ana significant stride anin anenhancing blockchain technology for cloud computing. 
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anits superior performance anand potential anapplications set the stage for more anadvanced, anefficient, anand sustainable cloud services, 

marking ana notable contribution to the field  anof cloud computing anand blockchain technology scenarios. 
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